STOREWATCH

New Builders Warehouse

Lifts the Bar
By Hippo Zourides

B

uilders Warehouse (BW) is a leading South African chain of stores supplying
the building and household needs of both DIY enthusiasts, as well as small to
medium-sized building contractors.
As part of the Massmart group (part of Walmart), BW has over 160 stores in Africa with
the greatest concentration in South Africa. In recent times, management has embarked
on a re‑invention and re‑imagining of the retail trade and the results are now evident.
On 1 May, a new store was opened in Boksburg, a stone’s throw from the old store
(opened 17 years ago), which is now being closed. The existing staff complement has
been supplemented by a new crop of specialists, as BW has now embarked on a journey
of amalgamating e-commerce with its bricks and mortar presence.
The store embraces digital technology in many of its features and was also designed
to be women-friendly instead of a male dominated environment.
Apart from a revamped corporate image, signage in black, white and yellow has been
refreshed with bold lettering, simplified graphics and an easy-to-read font. The new
format (8 000m2 in this case) has a number of novel ideas that will delight the shopper,
whether he/she is a small builder or a household do-it-yourself enthusiast.
BW conducted a number of surveys and listened to its customers. Contractors explained
that time is their currency and they requested easier ways to get in and out of the store
and a reduced time to finalise their selection and payment process. Retail consumers
asked for better adjacencies and more advice. All that has been accommodated!
The entrance and exit are now positioned much closer to each other and this is made
possible by the inclusion of only 11 checkouts at the exit. However, a number of other
checkout areas are also available at the traders’ entrance, at the furniture area and
at loading bays, as well as at the exit gate from the back yard. A contractor can enter

Builders’ CEO Llewellyn Walters used a circular saw to
symbolically cut a wood plank for the store opening

A new addition to the Builders’ offering is this large nursery
placed right next to the in-store gardening department
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the back yard and follow a one-way traffic pattern
to the back of the store. The contractor then
may select a range of products, load his vehicle
and proceed to the yard exit where a point of
sale system has been installed to facilitate his
departure.

Touch screens
are located
throughout the
store to assist
both staff and
customers achieve
a better shopping
experience

Here is a list of innovations that are
encountered during the flow through the store:
l Aspects that resulted from its research have
been catered for, such as an easy access and exit
from the store, dedicated contractor counters,
free Wi-Fi, coffee and photocopying, easier yard
flow, extra tills for contractors, a new cutting
division for such items as glass, wood, shade
cloth. Woman-centric features have been added,
such as a Vida e Caffé coffee shop and a ‘dwell
environment’ where people can meet their peers
and discuss décor and household requirements.

Customers
can summon
a staff member
to a specific area
of the store
for advice
and service

This ‘dwell area’
lets customers relax,
have some coffee and
discuss their requirements
with a staff member
or friends

l Near the entrance, the shopper finds the Smart
Home display centre. Here one can learn how to
connect the whole home electronically from an
alarm system, to light switches, the pool timer, the
sprinkler system, the appliances and even one’s car.
l Self-service and advice merge seamlessly
throughout the store. Touch screens are evident
everywhere and the shopper can shop alone or
ask for advice from trained specialists, or look at
YouTube videos on a variety of subject matter,
especially DIY.
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l The touch screens amplify the shopping
experience. For example, of the store’s
28 000 Sku’s, a further 12 000 items
are available online and can be ordered
specially for the customer, if required.
Said CEO, Llewelyn Walters, “We will meet
every customer request.”
l Loyalty cards are available for both
retail customers (Love Your Home) and
contractors (BuildPro). A virtual card is also
available as a phone app and paperwork
has been done away with – electronic
invoices and receipts are available on
various media (cell phone, tablet or
computer). The cards have the customer’s
personal details and assist in the
implementation of returns and warranty
queries.
l Personalised marketing is now possible
and customer shopping trends are
monitored for targeted advertising.

Pool water analysis is done in-store and the customers’
details are kept for future follow-up
Customers
can bring their
measurements
for window
blinds and
curtains which
are then tailormade for them
in-store

The CEO made this promise in his store
opening speech as a way to differentiate
Builders from the competition

l A new addition to the store is the
garden centre, which is located next to the
gardening and outdoor section.
l Click & Collect is in place and recent
experience in the new Alexandra store
indicates that small to medium-sized
entrepreneurs use this facility more and
more.

A choice of flooring samples enable customers
to mix and match their requirements
â
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When buying
paint, customers
are attended to
at this counter,
while previous
paint orders are
being prepared
in the lab behind
the glass partition

l Credit is offered by the company (CEO claims
that half a billion Rands-worth of credit is carried
in their books) and customers can apply for
such at the Money Centre counters at the store
entrance.
l In areas such as flooring, customers are now
able to use a variety of samples of carpets, wood
laminate and ceramic tiles to emulate what their
home environment will look like before buying.
l Customers can bring in a sample of their pool
water to be tested on site and get correct advice
on how to improve their pool water quality.
l Ikea-like furniture is available in the
assemble@home section. Although full
instructions are available in the box and
on screen, consumers can pay for an installation
voucher for the furniture to be assemble
in loco at home.
l The paint lab is now a separate area from the
paint counters. In the past, the speed of service
was not fast enough and now customers are
attended to while lab personnel mix the colours.
l The workwear section displays a vast array of
products. Pride of place is an exclusive clothing
range produced by underprivileged people
from the Eastern Cape, an area plagued by high
unemployment. Change rooms are available to
try on the workwear before purchasing.

Apart from the wide range of light fittings on
display, customers can also search for more
choices online which are then ordered for them

A change room is available for customers to
try on workwear before buying
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l The bulk area of doors, wood, metal and other
large products is located near the back door where
vehicles can be parked to load the products
l A database of installers is available in store and,
for example, a customer can buy steel palisade for
his home, plus an installation voucher for the final
product.
l A cut, edge, drill and go section is also available.
l Bespoke parking spots have been allocated
to contractors and the store claims that that
they can be in and out of the store in less
than 10 minutes. “The contractors’ currency is
time,” was often quoted by the CEO during his
presentation.
l At the traders’ exit point, a large screen
indicates in sequential order all the purchases
by contractors. At a glance, a contractor can see
where he stands in the queue and the estimated
time for his order to be ready for loading.

This 3D printing facility prints hard-to-find replacement parts and fittings for customers
In this area,
qualified assistants
help customers
design their home
requirement
and plan its
installation

l A partnership with Talisman Hire allows
shoppers to hire a variety of equipment, including
over the week-end when the main partner stores
are closed.
l A novel addition to the store is a 3D printing
facility. Here one can have a broken knife handle
re-printed in plastic instead of purchasing a new
one.
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l Towards the end of the shopping experience,
a design and installation centre now takes
shoppers’ home plans and designs into them
what a new kitchen or patio will look like after
incorporating various items purchased in-store.
l Sustainability has not been forgotten.
Daylight harvesting is utilised throughout the
store, which complements the LED lighting.
No solar panels are used. Rain harvesting is
used to water the nursery plants.

In short, Innovation is evident throughout this
novel store. The question for food retailers is…

“

What are your strategies when planning
a new store to embrace technology and ensure
the customer remains loyal to your store?
A few tweaks are not sufficient any more
when planning for a new digital future

“

Customer satisfaction is top of mind for this
Builders Warehouse – even in the toilet.

The Money Centre near the store entrance is
used for loyalty cards and applications for credit,
amongst other functions

SR

The Smart Home Centre provides advice and sales to customers wanting to connect and control home appliances through the internet
â

The Arocs. A new class in distribution.
From timber collection to
furniture delivery, off the
beaten track or on tarred roads,
the new Arocs will make any
transportation task easy.
With innovative features,
low overall running costs and
greater safety, the new Arocs
delivers the goods and savings
on the bottom line, no matter
what. It’s clear, when it comes
to distribution, the new Arocs
is in a class of its own.

A Daimler Brand

Visit www.mercedes-benz.co.za/trucks for more information.
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